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Athen Chimenti
TRUE S IDEREAL ASTROLOGER
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Meet Athen
TRUE SIDEREAL ASTROLOGER

Athen Chimenti is an astrologer, educator, and leading expert in the field of
true sidereal astrology.

He is dedicated to spreading the word about true sidereal and how powerful
it is at bringing clarity and direction to people’s lives.

Athen has helped more than five thousand people from around the world gain
clarity through his astrology readings. He has taught more than a hundred
astrologers to become professionals in the field and thousands more through
his video course. Read more.
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Testimonials

POPULAR TOPICS

Does astrology use the visible sky? The
similarities and differences between
mainstream and true sidereal astrology.

Are there 13 signs of the zodiac? Why
Ophiuchus is considered to be the missing
link in the zodiac.

Does astrology work? How astrology is
used by astrologers and how it can be
used as a tool for personal development. 

Athen is an absolute breath of fresh
air in the astrology community
bringing a unique but grounded
perspective on sidereal astrology. A
cool and inviting presence, he makes
the practice of astrology deep and
accessible.

Working with Athen helped me
become a professional sidereal
astrologer with a thriving
practice. His consistent
dedication to the practice is a
lighthouse of truth, guiding the
way for all of us.

IN  THE  MEDIA CRROW777
RADIO YAHOO!LIFEHuna

International REFINERY29

Stormie Grace Ike Rodriguez

Upcoming yearly predictions. The major
astrological events coming up and what
they mean for the world.

Speaker Podcast Source Video
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The Community 
@MASTERINGTHEZODIAC

Mastering the Zodiac uses the actual constellations in the sky - known as true
sidereal astrology. Almost everything online uses a system called Western tropical
astrology. Most aren't aware that tropical and other mainstream forms of
astrology do not use the visible sky. Learn more.
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WEBSITE STATS
MOST POPULAR

CONTENT

How to Read a Birth Chart.. in Minutes!
1.2 Million Views

What is Sidereal Astrology?
160K Views

Ophiuchus in Astrology
150K Views

True Sidereal Chart Calculator
12K Monthly Users
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Athen

GET IN TOUCH

I'm happy to hear from you. Please email
me with any collaboration ideas or
questions you may have. Me or someone
in my staff will get back to you right
away.

WHO ATHEN WORKS WITH

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT

Athen is happy to connect with bloggers,
podcasters, YouTubers, journalists, and other
online publishers in similar fields. Including:

Athen and his team usually reply to proposals
within 24-48 hours. Depending on the type of
proposal a preliminary Zoom session may be
scheduled. Once a proposal is agreed upon
scheduling usually occurs 30-60 days in
advance.

www.masteringthezodiac.com
athen@masteringthezodiac.com

Astrology
Personal Development

Spirituality & Higher Consciousness
Truth Seeking

Health & Alternative Medicine
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